
Steps for Establishing Fiduciary Liability 
 
‘It appears D may owe a FD to P and may be liable for remedies for breaching that FD by _____’ 
 
‘A FR may be inferred from accepted categories or proven to exist’ 
 
Here, it can be argued that P and D are in an accepted category of ______ because ______ OR 
Here, there seems to be no accepted category, as ________ (the relationship) is not an assumed as a 
fiduciary one. Mason J’s undertaking test from Hospital Products allows FR to be proven if D 
undertook to act on P’s behalf. Here, ________’ 
 

1. Is the relationship between the parties one to which fiduciary obligations can 
attach? 

 
Accepted categories 

• Partnerships (Chan v Zacharia) 
o Carrying on a business with the intention to share profits  
o Cf with joint venture  

§ Giving all time and effort to business – tends to be partnership  
§ Have a partnership agreement – best evidence 

o Partnership Act 
o S 5 confirms this is a partnership, as they have a common view of profits 
o S 6(3) also indicates D is assumedly receiving a share of profits, so this is indeed a 

partnership situation  
• Trustees & beneficiaries (Keech v Sandford) 
• Agents & principals (McKenzie v MacDonald) 
• Employees & employers (Warman v Dywer) 

o Not all employees, have to consider facts  
o Not automatic category  

• Company directors & companies (Regal Hastings)   
o Not to shareholders, although possible 
o Also called ‘board members’  
o Can be called ‘consultant’ (Grimaldi) 

• Solicitors & clients (Nocton v Lord Ashburton) 
• Bankruptcy trustees & creditors  

 
NOT ASSUMED categories 

• Parent/child 
o Can establish it on the facts, but not accepted FR  

• Doctor/patient (Breen v Williams) 
• Spouse/spouse 
• Bank manager/customer 

o Merely contractual, but could be established  
• Joint venturer/joint venturer  

o Hard to distinguish from partnership (both are for profit) 
o JV tend to be single events, more limited, partnership tends to have ongoing business 

aspect  
§ Giving all time and effort to business – tends to be partnership  

o It can be though (UDC v Brian) 
• FR is inherent in the giving of advice 

o But if advice isn’t given, no FR (Pilmer) 
 



 
Conflicts Rule 

 
• A fiduciary cannot allow a conflict between his/her interest and duty, or two competing duties, to 

continue (Keech) 
• Existence of conflict is that that’s required (Habib) but this must be a real and sensible prospect 

of a conflict (Upjohn J (dissent) in Boardman) 
o This is the current position, as upheld by Deane J in Chan, and dicter in Pilmer 
o Or can be defined as ‘significant possibility’ – court can accept this test   

 
What sort of conflict is it? 
 
Interest v Duty 

• Profitable investment/transaction (Boardman) 
o Cannot promote personal interest (Mason J Hospital) 

• Doesn’t depend on intention (Boardman) 
o Can be honest and still in breach, as in Boardman 

• Can't take up benefit without fully informed consent – strict rule and not in the lease relaxed 
(Deane J in Keech) 

o Taking opportunities  
• Past dealings/hope for future dealings not necessarily breach of conflict (Pilmer) 

o Paying fee for service to third party not necessarily either 
• Can be liable even if profit isn’t made (Nocton) 

o No necessity for loss, but may impact on remedy 
 
Duty v Duty 

• This is two or more duties owed to different parties in possible conflict 
o Eg Solicitors loyalty must be undivided at all times (Farrington) 

 
‘D will argue the acceptance of multiple engagements is not fatal in this case as they have unrelated 
interests, as per Richardson J Farrington. 
 

• Generally no continuing obligation to avoid conflict with former clients if retainer has ended 
(Prince Bolkiah) à English position 

o Spincode suggests obligations do survive to restrain solicitors à Vic position 
§ Other States courts’ have not supported this 

o Distinguish on facts 
 

Profits Rule 
 

• Prohibits fiduciary from making an unauthorised/illicit profit from his position (Deane J in 
Chan) 

o Secret profit-making from misuse of his knowledge 
o Must be made within the scope of the FR 

§ Howard: scope didn’t cover the scope of his duties  
• If the opportunity arises through the FR, this rule will be breached (Boardman; Regal) 
• Irrelevant: 

o Honesty/intention as in conflicts rule (Boardman; Regal Hastings) 
o Whether it harmed/benefited the principal (Keech) 
o Whether it was available to the principal (Keech) 

	
	



Proprietary Remedies 
 

• In certain circumstances equity is prepared to recognise & protect property rights which the CL 
doesn’t 

• Can be limited compared to legal rights – can be defeated by BFPFVWN 
o Has to be valuable consideration  

• Certain benefits, such as increased value of asset and ownership  
o If the value of something is going up – argue a CT 
o If value is going down – equitable lien  

 
1. Constructive Trust 

 
Use for 

• Any time property is involved  
• Assets have increased in value, as P gets the benefit of that increase 
• If fiduciary becomes insolvent/bankrupt, so P becomes secured creditor 

 
Don’t use for 

• Assets have decreased in value 
• Asset is mixed with D’s assets 
• Third party makes it unattractive  

 
‘A CT means the P becomes the owner, at equity, of a disputed asset’ 
D is made constructive trustee, P constructive beneficiary’ 
‘Still some degree of inconsistency as to whether they are remedial or institutional, as posited by Lord 
Neuberger’  
 
Go through institutional v remedial (prefer institutional)  
 
Considerations 

• Scope: CT can be awarded but allowance was made for skill, labour, funds (Boardman) 
o Won't be awarded if appropriate lesser remedy 
o Won't be awarded where there's BFPFV  

• Can be imposed independent of any wrongdoing b the D  
• Typically court will also order that the D transfer the legal title to P 

o Trust is construed by the court, not constructed  
• P must fall into recognised category of CT  

o Institutional: from date of satisfying legal criteria  
§ Australian courts are somewhere between these two, largely remedial 

o Remedial: from date of court’s judgment  
• Can't award it if personal effort has been put in (Warman v Dwyer)  

 
Fiduciary Misappropriations 

• Where fiduciary misappropriates principal’s property, he will be ordered to hold it (or its 
proceeds) on CT (as in Boardman) 

• But CT’s not designed to punish, so an allowance to D’s skills, money and time may be 
appropriate (generously given in VUT v Wilson) 

• Won't be imposed: 
o Third party has acquired rights to property (John Alexander’s) 
o If there's another remedy available, choose it (John) 

	
	



2. Tracing 
‘We can trace into D’s hands as he used the money in breach of FD’ 
 

• Process of identifying one asset as a substitute for another 
o Process, not a remedy (Millett L in Foskett) 

• Have to identify the property in order to trace 
• Usually, claimant can trace to third party holding a property if their claim is stronger, because 

the purchaser hasn’t given consideration for the property  
o No hardship to third party, as they didn’t have anything to start with, so can't complain as 

they are in the same position  
• If the original misappropriated asset is still in the hands of the D the P can assert ownership of 

the asset i.e. CT: (Foskett) à tracing not needed 
• If the original asset is substituted for a new asset the P can seek a proprietary remedy over the 

new asset via tracing or choose to take a personal remedy (Foskett) 
 

** If third party has knowledge, use Barnes knowing receipt instead **  
 
1 Property is Mixed with P’s Property 
Eg. In bank account  

• Rule: Equity permits the P to trace property where it’s been mixed with property of the 
wrongdoer 

• Clayton’s case: rule of first in first out 
 
‘However P can argue the exception in Re Hallet, which presumes the fiduciary honestly spends his own 
money first, before the trust money’ 

• But à can't assume honesty where there's no money left, so this doesn’t apply if the amount 
ever drops to zero (Re Oatway) 

 
2 Trustee’s Property is Mixed with P’s Property & Purchased Asset 
Eg. Mixes in bank account and then buys a car  

• Rule: Where D mixes P’s property with his own, and then buys an asset, the P is entitled to the 
asset (Re Oatway) 

o Mixing occurs where P’s property has contributed in part towards acquisition of 
asset (doesn’t need to be entirely) 

o Need not be physical mixing of assets (Foskett) 
• If this isn’t possible, eg. the shares have been sold, house has been purchased, P can elect:  

 
1. If property an indistinguishable mass 
Eg. Mixture of shares then sold 
• Rule: P can chose to take part of the mass, or money equivalent (a lien or charge to secure 

money) (Brady v Stapleton) 
o Trustee is presumed to have transferred own property first  

 
2. If election not available 
Eg. If mixed property unseverable, such as a car/house 
• Rule: P can have either: 

o A lien or charge to secure P’s money (Brady v Stapleton) 
§ Incl any profit (Scott); or 

o A CT over a proportionate share of the property purchased (Scott; Foskett) 
 

• Use Scott if house is purchased, get an equitable lien, this is capable of doing justice for the 
increased value of house  *  

 



Breach of Confidence 
 

ü Could also be breach of fiduciary duty 
ü First identify what the information actually is  

 
‘Breach of confidence is a doctrine developed by equity that recognises and protects certain rights of 
confidentiality’ 
 
‘The current state of the law outlined in Optus Networks, upheld in Coco dictates that equity will 
intervene if four conditions are met ‘ 
 

1. Information Must be Specific (O’Brien) 
• Must be capable for being defined such that it can form the subject  

o Wasn’t specified in O’Brien 
• Mere selection of publicly available info is not specific (Laddie J in Ocular Sciences) 
• Just become something took skill doesn’t mean it’s specific (Ocular Sciences) 
• What info is an employee entitled to use after they leave the workforce? 

o Test: Can info fairly be regarded as a separate part of employee’s knowledge, which an 
ordinary honest man would recognise as the property (in loose sense) of employer, and 
not his to use as he likes? 

 
2. Information Must Have the Necessary Quality of Confidence  
• What is the information – is that necessarily special? 
• Can't be common knowledge or in public domain, as equity won't protect trivialities  

o Reasonable man test (Megarry J Coco) 
• Idea must be sufficiently developed to gain protection (Talbot)  
• If the law recognises something shouldn’t be disclosed, this is sufficient to indicate 

confidentiality (Jane Doe v ABC) 
• Filming activity on private property doesn’t deem them private (Gleeson CJ ABC v Lenah) 
• Info can be confidential despite limited disclosure (Kellam J AFL v Age) 

o Speculation/gossip in the media is not considered knowledge 
• Consider relevant factors (McHugh J A-G (UK) v Heinemann): 

o May be an express claim of confidentiality (not conclusive) 
o Extent to which info known inside/outside business 
o Measures taken to keep info secret (Douglas v Hello!) 
o Value of info to plaintiff and competitors 

§ Can be valueless and confidential 
§ If valuable, more likely  

o Amount of money/effort plaintiff put into creating info 
§ How hard is it for others to acquire info (eg Franklin)  

 
Examples of Info That is Inherently Confidential 

• May be obviously secret (Foster) 
• Concerning sexual lives is inherent (Argyll; Giller; Wilson) 
• May be implied via statute (Jane Doe v ABC) 
• Info can be trade secret even though it mightn’t qualify for copyright protection 

o Eg Concept of a TV show (Talbot) 
	


